Let me begin by describing a picture that no longer exists. The painting is large and full of figures, an ambitious submission to the Paris Salon of 1865. The setting is strange: there are indications of an artist's studio or some other austere bourgeois interior, but one that opens onto blue sky and warm light in the upper background, staging a phantasmagoric interplay between interior and exterior realms. A group of eight to ten artists and writers are gathered in this space, clustered around a nude female figure hovering over them as if just descended from the heavens in a burst of cottony clouds. Arching above the nude's head, a label in clear block letters identifies her as "VERITE," spelling out the chaste nobility of her nudity in a room full of men. It is not clear whether the men share the nude's sunlit environment, and this spatial ambiguity is just one aspect of the broader clash of "pure fantasy" and "reality" that makes the picture perplexing. This is the most elaborate description of The Toast! Homage to Truth (1865) that can be reconstructed from its remains, given that Fantin destroyed the painting in a fit
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2 It is a speculative description, of course, but its main outlines are reliable enough to suggest a truly remarkable and unusual painting.
All that remains of the picture are three portrait fragments the artist elected to save: the portrait of Vollon, the portrait of Whistler, and Fantin's self-portrait (figs. 1a -c).
3 As a result, scholars have devoted little attention to the painting and the larger project it represents, despite the many sources of available evidence surrounding its development and critical reception. 4 The painting was not well received, by critics or the general public, and the thirty-five (mostly scathing) critical reviews it garnered are essential not only to our ability to reconstruct its appearance but also to our understanding of its perceived failure as a group portrait and artistic manifesto. Even more illuminating are the thirtyodd preparatory drawings preserved in the Musée du Louvre, 5 and a previously unknown pen-and-ink sketch in the collection of the Getty Research Institute that I believe to be the clearest representation of the final composition. These drawings detail the long and meandering genesis of this most ambitious and disastrous of Fantin's group portraits, revealing the profound challenges the genre posed to artists of his historical and social situation. In particular, the drawings represent a range of efforts at expressing a notion of artistic truth, a notion that was at once individual (Fantin's own) and collective (supported by a select group).
The history of The Toast!'s development, failure, and ultimate destruction exemplifies several key problems surrounding group portraiture in its mid-nineteenthcentury moment. With this work, Fantin continued to investigate the tense relationship between individuality and collectivity, self-portraiture and group portraiture, already at work in his first group portrait, the Homage to Delacroix of 1864 ( fig. 2 ). In this ambitious, manifesto-like statement for the Salon of 1864, Fantin reconceived the Dutch model of group portraiture as a declaration of artistic identity, both his own and that of his fellows. 6 The conflict was between the artist's personal ambition and his desire for an association -with a group of colleagues and with Delacroix -that would nurture and
give greater meaning to his individual enterprise. But The Toast! raised the stakes of this project significantly by being more explicitly, and more outlandishly, a representation of Fantin's personal philosophy of art. The challenge was therefore not only to find a way to integrate self and group, to intermingle them without undermining either one, but also to make this delicate relationship contribute to, and somehow comment on, the artist's vision of truth.
Fantin's tentative solution was to explore the individual-group problem through a multilayered trope: the mirror in Truth's hand. Wielded both as a triumphant attribute for the figure and as a compositional device through which the artist could meditate on the nature of portraiture, Truth's mirror became the work's central metaphor, a lens through which the individual could come to terms with his own image as well as his place within a larger society of artists. In drawing after drawing, the confrontation between one or more members of Fantin's group and the mirror of Truth provides the composition's central drama. As a reflective, representational device inaccessible to the viewer's gaze, it acts as another metaphorical portrait surface in which individual faces among the group might be reflected, but within a frame that is private and privileged, unseen by those outside the painting's inner world. The multiple variations on this theme throughout the many sketches leading up to the final work show that Fantin struggled to represent the idea of an artist's individual -but also collective -relationship to artistic truth. This balancing act generated endless compositional challenges as he tried to develop a livelier, more interactive model of group portraiture than the one he had exhibited in 1864.
In the first group of drawings, begun in May 1864, Truth holds out her mirror to a large group, as if the attribute were a symbol of triumph (figs. 3, 4). 7 Pressed together at her feet, her audience clamors below like a crowd at a rally. In figure 3 , one of them holds up a standard with the word "VERITE," which faces Truth's mirror in the upper half of the composition as if answering it -reflecting the mirror's meaning while also labeling the picture's subject. But what is most notable about these early drawings is that Truth presents her mirror to a mob of people in an open, perhaps outdoor, setting. 8 Fantin originally conceived the work as a mass homage, envisioning Truth as a public leader able to manipulate the crowd with her mirror-wand.
Later drawings, from November 1864 to early January 1865, abandon the public setting for the interior space of the studio and also shift from a collective to a more individualized audience for Truth. In this second phase of sketches, Fantin experimented with a one-on-one encounter between Truth and a single figure in the group, with other Zola's famous definition of art as "a fragment of nature seen through a temperament."
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Zola's phrase suggests that realism is a seamless convergence of two entities that are otherwise split, or even opposed -nature (Zola's notion of truth) and temperament (his notion of self ). What Fantin's conceit suggests, taking the idea further, is that realism requires the artist to look at truth and also at himself -that self-portraiture, and thus self-analysis, subtend any honest depiction of things -and that the two sights, self and truth, are often difficult to resolve. By experimenting with isolated self-reflection within a collective composition, Fantin's studies for The Toast! reveal how this self-truth conflict was deeply imbricated in the self-group conflict that drove his group portraits. Fantin's struggle to define his version of realism and its relationship to truth was inseparable from his struggle to define his relationship to his artistic peers.
On the one hand, this second group of drawings seems to resist notions of collectivity by using Truth's hand-mirror as a visual device of exclusive enlightenment and privilege. (Moving Truth into an artist's studio already makes the point that access to her is restricted.) On the other hand, the mirror is a subtle solution for implementing hierarchy in a group portrait without separating out, elevating, or enlarging any particular figure, thus preserving an overall sense of democratic unity. If Fantin had wanted to paint a wholly self-centered group portrait, he could have hewed more closely to his model: figure' s truncated profile at the edge is unmistakably his). However, these changes may also have been inspired by a desire for a more confrontational and public image (notice how the setting has changed from the intimate If the Getty document was sent to Scholderer, then this is the drawing that provoked an uncommon critique from Fantin's most trusted friend: Scholderer found the representation of Truth heavy-handed, especially with her prominent "Verité" label, and warned
Fantin that he was "going too far," that the picture might actually do harm to the very friends and colleagues it meant to support.
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Until now, the best approximation of the final composition was a small oil sketch, probably done around the same time. However, a poor black-and-white reproduction of this esquisse is all that remains, 16 and the Getty drawing is much more informative because it is so crisply drawn in pen. The drawing is very similar to the oil sketch in almost every compositional respect, and it also hews closely to Fantin's helpful description of the final composition (or what he planned as the final composition when he began painting, anyway) in his letter to Edwards on 3 February. 17 Truth appears amid a nest of clouds set against a dark background, her left arm resting on a cloud and her right hand holding a small round mirror. She no longer raises the mirror aloft; instead she holds it rather more modestly near her knee, at the composition's approximate center. Compared with the drawing of 16 January, the composition is simplified, with darkness and clouds replacing the previous drawing's architectural details. In this revision, the interior space is once again intimate, narrow, and ambiguous, and the focus more fully on the group of men surrounding Truth's The Getty sketch also confirms Fantin's final adjustment to his placement in the painting: in the drawing of 16 January (see fig. 7 ), he appears at far left, just outside the perimeter of the men seated or standing around the It is important that the artist's position inside the painting reflects his stance outside it as well, as the "painter-beholder" (to borrow Michael Fried's now-classic term) whose inside-outside status acts as our relay, drawing us into the painting and encouraging us to see it through his eyes. The notion that he would be the sole member of the group able to see Truth indicates that the idea behind his collective homage ultimately was egocentric. Despite Fantin's anxiety about his placement in the group, so evident in the progression of drawings, and despite his efforts to couch his metaphors of individuation in a composition premised on collective unity, a statement like this suggests that the group he selected was summoned as a supporting cast for his own self-portrait. This is the aspect of the painting that irritated the critics. They called the work "a crisis of pride," lamenting "these apotheoses of one's own personality, these beer-mug paradises where the artist claims the role of God and Father, with his little friends as apostles."
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The critical onslaught against The Toast! struck a raw nerve in Fantin, as a realist and as a painter of portraits and groups in the 1860s. A conception of realism that placed self and self-reflection at the center of things, as these drawings and the destroyed painting did to varying extents, was at odds with group portraiture, seen as collaborative and collective, not narcissistic in nature. 24 It was also at odds with realism's own claim to depict the "real" and "true" material world. The drawings for The Toast! meditate on some of realism's central issues: Are self and truth reconcilable? Are they one? Is the artist's subjectivity, his personal vision or style, a problem for realism, an artistic philosophy claiming to offer direct transcription of visual experience onto the canvas? Or is subjectivity the very essence of an artist's image of the "real"? These are classic questions about realism, a movement notoriously difficult to define. They are also questions at the core of Fantin's oeuvre, split virtually down the middle between lyrical, Wagnerian fantasies painted from imagination and portraits and still lifes in which every anatomical and botanical detail is transcribed from life with meticulous care. Finally, they are questions that made group portraiture all but impossible for an artist who took them so seriously. In the end, Fantin's personal and collective homage to truth was so fraught with awkwardness, uncertainty, and changes of mind, so invested with untenable allegorical claims to realist "truth," that it could not hold together. Although it is not surprising that Fantin saved the portraits of himself and Whistler, the leading artists in his picture (why he saved Vollon is more of a mystery), 25 the fact that the painting ended up as three separate, individual portraits -currently held in three different collections, no less -poignantly epitomizes its failure: a failure to embody the paradoxical idea of a privileged yet shareable truth.
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